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Good afternoon.  I attended Edinboro University of Pennsylvania for coursework toward 

my Master’s degree in anthropology.  When I was at Edinboro, I especially focused on historic 

preservation and museum studies, and the archaeology field school I attended focused 

exclusively on cemetery preservation. 

For going on four years now, I have seen cemeteries in a very different light than the 

average person.  I became the Cemetery Records Keeper for the Town of Leon just two years 

after finishing my stint in the Old Edinboro Cemetery.  I’ve used that knowledge to help the 

town better plan cemetery burials.  But I’ve also been given the fantastic opportunity by the town 

board to preserve one of our pioneer cemeteries dating to 1820. 

However, before I talk about this amazing opportunity, I want to cover some things first 

so that you can better understand the field I’m coming from in addressing the issue of cemetery 

preservation.  The first thing I want to cover is what we mean when we talk about anthropology. 

What is anthropology?  Literally speaking, anthropology is the study of man.  We tend, 

however, to use this definition as follows: Anthropology is the study of man in all times and 

places.  There are four major fields of anthropology:  

 

Physical anthropology 

Cultural anthropology 

Archaeology 

Linguistics 

 

But something as simply defined as this still carries some major misconceptions. 

We don’t study dinosaurs!  And people who study dinosaurs aren’t anthropologists! 
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In the words of Danny Kaye: Get it?  Got it?  Good! 

So what do we anthropologists study?  Well, we study a lot of things.  Usually if people 

know what cultural anthropology is, they tend to think that we study indigenous peoples.  We do, 

and I’ve even spent a year working with First Nations groups on a medical anthropology project 

in which we studied diabetes rates among the Iroquois and what to do about fixing that.  We 

study that, but we also study cross-cultural marriage customs, we study dream interpretation.  

Dreams can get interesting because it’s not just Freud or Jung—dreaming can be a major means 

of acceptance into indigenous cultures in some cases.  We study how families are structured, 

how food is prepared and viewed, how wars happen.  We study the art of social gatherings like 

this one we’re all involved with right at this very moment, we can study religious groups, the 

different customs around childbirth, all sorts of things.  It’s not just ancient indigenous peoples 

or stone tools.  Being a cultural anthropologist isn’t just sociology or history.  Being a cultural 

anthropologist means being able to understand the different mechanisms in place that make our 

varied and wonderful human cultures work and interact with one another the way they do. 

And, quite frankly, cultural anthropology makes for some great TV shows.  Shows like 

Star Trek and Stargate have really focused on a lot of topics that cultural anthropology covers.  

Other shows like Time Team look at British history through archaeology.  At least in Western 

culture, cultural anthropology really helps us to understand the bigger picture of ourselves, and 

science fiction just happens to be a really great way to access these types of discussions.   

Cultural anthropology also helps us to answer the REALLY BIG QUESTIONS every 

culture has about themselves.  In a nutshell, these REALLY BIG QUESTIONS are: 
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Who are we? 

Where did we come from? 

Why are we here? 

Where are we going? 

How do we get there? 

 

It’s these last two questions that I’m really fascinated by.  Where are we going?  How do 

we get there?  These are the REALLY BIG QUESTIONS that the world’s religions try to answer 

for us.  And it’s these questions that dictate how we treat our dead.  It’s these questions that 

dictate, the world over, how mortuary practices are established and maintained, and these 

questions indicate to us how studying mortuary practices in prehistoric cultures—that is, cultures 

without a written alphabet—present their religious beliefs in the archaeological record. 

There’s that word again—archaeology.  Archaeology, simply put, is the study of the 

human past through its material remains.  Obviously, that definition indicates that you can study 

a lot in archaeology.  There’s prehistoric archaeology, which goes as far back as the dawn of 

man in Africa a couple of million years ago or can be as recent as North America in the 

fourteenth century before the advent of European exploration on this continent.  That’s a pretty 

big expanse for prehistorical archaeology, which is why those of us in the field  specialize.  

Someone may specialize just in Homo habilis stone tools in Africa, or just in the Beaker culture 

of England, or just in the Middle Woodland period of North American prehistory.  Historical 

archaeology is that part of human history that is defined by written alphabets, so we’ve got an 

equally large expanse to deal with, ranging from the dynasties of ancient Egypt and the dynasties 
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in China during the period in which the Great Wall was built, to the Vikings of Scandinavia.  It 

can include Hadrian’s Wall, the Phoenicians, the Mayans, the Irish Druids of the 10
th

 century—

literally, every ancient culture in the world that had a writing system. 

Cemeteries can be both an archaeological record and a written record.  They can expand 

both prehistory and history.  We can learn about the human culture that created them by studying 

their mortuary practices. 

That brings us to another phrase we need to define, and that’s mortuary anthropology. 

Simply put, mortuary anthropology is the study of the cultural practices surrounding 

human burials. 

 

We’re all human.  Someone studying modern human burial practices is a mortuary 

anthropologist. 

 

By definition, that makes me a mortuary anthropologist, because I’ve been studying these 

practices to better do my job in Leon in the cemetery there.  If I study mortuary anthropology 

within the context of local history, then that means I can do my job, and do it well.  I am now 

able to solve some really difficult questions, like where infant burials could be, or where the 

local potter’s field is, by looking at the historical precedents set by our own culture in terms of 

our mortuary practices. 

 

 And that leads us to the next thing we need to define before we start talking about local 

mortuary practices and their legalese.   
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What is a burial?  A burial is a ritualized human activity dealing with the disposal of a 

human body.  Burials vary cross-culturally.  There are as many different types of human burial 

practices as there are cultures.  There are cremains, marked graves, unmarked graves, anything in 

between.  The earliest known human burial dates to at least 100,000 years in what is now Israel.  

However, the earliest known purposeful burial that is present in the archaeological record dates 

to at least 200,000 years ago, to the time of Homo neandertalensis—the Neanderthals. 

As I stated before, studying mortuary practices can tell us about ourselves and our 

culture.  More importantly, they can tell us about religious practices and beliefs and how those 

manifest in the archaeological record.  For example, in some modern prehistoric cultures—

cultures that don’t have a written language—such as indigenous cultures in the South Pacific and 

Africa, cultures cremate their dead and store the bones in ossuaries—that is, containers for 

holding the bones of the dead—in their homes, and the bones are treated as ancestral spirits.   

In Britain, the archaeology reality show Time Team once excavated an Anglo-Saxon 

cemetery.  Everyone involved in that dig got very excited very early on because the Anglo-Saxon 

community represented by that cemetery hadn’t previously been extensively studied.  To 

everyone’s surprise, that site yielded multiple burials that contained copper buckets placed with 

the body in the grave.  This was even more exciting because the time period of this cemetery was 

in the middle of the British Dark Ages, and not a lot of written records existed for this particular 

culture, and the copper buckets were never found in any context except as grave goods.  The 

mortuary finds from that site were some of the very first from that time period and yielded a lot 

of information that previously just hadn’t been available for scholars. 

So why was this cemetery site excavated by Time Team so important and got so many 

people excited about the community it represented?  Well, it turns out that studying a cemetery 
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through archaeology can tell us even more about the culture that created it.  As previously 

exampled by the Time Team site, human burials vary from culture to culture.  We can tell if they 

were done ritually, or just haphazardly.  We can tell if it was a sacrifice.  We can tell what 

diseases were present in that culture when it thrived.  We can tell what foods they ate and the 

activities they took part in.  We can even understand how they dressed and what they made their 

clothes from.  So why are cemetery sites so unique cross-culturally? 

First, they vary from culture to culture.  The methods of disposing of human bodies vary 

from culture to culture.  We have burial practices like cremation, shallow graves, mounds, 

pyramids, cairns, disarticulated burial, articulated burial, cist burials.  In fact, entire cultures have 

been identified from burial practices alone.  A really good example of this is the Beaker People 

of Britain.  (If that name sounds familiar, they were a primary culture in Andre Norton’s Time 

Traders.)  The Beakers, as they are called, were buried with a very specific type of beaker-like 

container, similar to the copper buckets at the Time Team site.  We can tell a lot about burials—

and the resulting cemeteries—from their context. 

What is context?  It’s the environment which defines something.  As my archaology 

professor in grad school was very fond of shouting at us almost every class period, “Without 

context it’s just stuff!”  We need the context of cemeteries and their burials—and the people who 

created them—in order to study them. 

Let’s look at something in context. 

 

This is a cist burial.  I mentioned it before, and the reason I’m mentioning it again is 

because we currently practice a modern version of it.  A cist burial is defined as a container used 

to hold the bodies of the dead.  This is what an ancient cist burial looks like. 
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Look familiar?  We actually use this type of burial for our own mortuary sites and 

practices.  The grave is dug, and a concrete vault is placed inside the grave before the actual 

coffin is.  Then, once the coffin is lowered into the grave, a concrete lid is placed over the coffin. 

In Leon, this practice became law in the early 1980s.  However, it first came into use in 

the 50s or 60s.  That means if I have to plan a burial for a family, it’s super easy to do that if the 

plot is next to an unmarked plot as long as the unmarked plot has a vault.  We can probe and find 

out where the vault is to determine where we need to dig.  The context of that vault is important.  

It tells us the approximate age of the grave, and we can get a really good idea of the events 

surrounding that grave based solely (no pun intended) on whether we have the vault in the grave 

or not. 

 

And that means that understanding mortuary anthropology and its connections to local 

history can help with preservation efforts in a community’s abandoned cemeteries. 

 

But in order to do this, we need the support from our local communities.  The major 

barrier is community education. 

 

Abandoned cemeteries are viewed primarily as creepy, haunted places and are often 

targets of vandalism as a result. 

 

As a community, we need to understand why mortuary anthropology is so important 

when we’re trying to preserve our abandoned cemeteries.  We need to know the history and be 

intimately familiar with the cultures that created these cemeteries.  I have multiple cemeteries in 
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the Town of Leon that I’m not responsible for, because different cultures take care of their dead 

differently.  The Amish community in Leon has its own cemeteries that I’m not responsible for.  

They have their own sextons.  This is important for us to understand, too.  For our cemeteries, we 

need to know the names.  We need to know the occupations.  We need to know every detail 

possible in order to preserve our cemeteries to the best of our abilities. 

 

We need to learn to look beyond the ghosts. 

 

 If you’ve worked with abandoned cemeteries before, you understand this phrase. 

 

So what do we need to do to address the issue of preserving abandoned cemeteries? 

 

 

Unfortunately for all of us, that means taking a good, hard look at the legalese 

surrounding cemeteries so that we can understand the situation better. 

 

The obvious place to start is at the federal level.  Let’s take a look at it. 

According to http://www.loc.gov/law/help/historical-

cemeteries/index.php?loclr=bloglaw#usa, “In the United States, the preservation of historic 

cemeteries is largely subsumed under the complicated body of law that governs historic 

preservation generally.  That body of law consists of statutes, regulations, executive orders, 

administrative guidelines, and case law at multiple levels of government. 

http://www.loc.gov/law/help/historical-cemeteries/index.php?loclr=bloglaw#usa
http://www.loc.gov/law/help/historical-cemeteries/index.php?loclr=bloglaw#usa
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“In the US, powers not conferred to the federal government are reserved by the states, 

and thus many aspects of the law relevant to historic preservation and protection of cemeteries 

are matters of state law.  States typically have laws providing for the protection and registration 

of historic places, the authority of municipalities to establish historic preservation districts, the 

regulation of cemeteries, and similar laws affecting the preservation of historic cemeteries.  To 

take Pennsylvania as an example, the Historic Preservation Act, the Historic District Act, and the 

Historic Burial Places Preservation Act are among the laws of that state relevant to the 

preservation of cemeteries. 

“Local governments are also empowered to provide for historic preservation within their 

borders through enabling legislation found in most states that delegate to municipalities “the 

police power of the state to regulate the preservation of historic or architecturally significant 

private property.” 

In other words, there are multiple levels of government for regulating cemeteries.  What 

you can do with your cemetery depends largely on municipal and state regulations. 

Let’s take a look at some of those regulations.  Since I work in New York, but I have 

colleagues who work on this situation in Pennsylvania, let’s compare the two states and see what 

we’re up against. 

So, what does the law say about cemetery preservation in New York State?  According to 

the New York State Division of Cemetery and the body of cemetery law that they have 

published, there is some literature in place to help.  Mainly, they provide resources for a 

volunteer cemetery maintenance program.  This is the cemetery law in New York State as it 

pertains to these types of programs. 
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“VOLUNTEER CEMETERY MAINTENANCE 

(Statutory authority: Executive Law § 91; General Municipal Law § 165) § 202.1 

Volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup programs 

(a) Upon the request of a municipal corporation, the Division of Cemeteries shall assist a 

municipal corporation in the organization, implementation and administration of a volunteer 

cemetery maintenance and cleanup program in an abandoned cemetery wholly contained within 

such municipal corporation for which such municipal corporation has the primary responsibility 

to provide care. 

(b) Assistance provided by the division shall include, but shall not be limited to, the 

following: 

(1) provide professional and technical guidance; 

(2) provide a listing of service providers, such as historical monument restorers; and 

(3) provide written guidelines for general maintenance.” 

 In other words, for New York State, there is legal literature in place to provide 

municipalities with the resources they need to address abandoned cemeteries. 

 Let’s take a look at one part of the phrasing.  It states “Upon the request of a municipal 

corporation, the Division of Cemeteries shall assist a municipal corporation in the organization, 

implementation and administration of a volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup program in 

an abandoned cemetery wholly contained within such municipal corporation for which such 

municipal corporation has the primary responsibility to provide care.”  Confused?  So was I.  So, 

I asked around.  The answers I got basically state that if a town has an abandoned cemetery 
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completely within their modern borders, then they can write the Division of Cemeteries for 

assistance in creating a volunteer cleanup and maintenance program for an abandoned cemetery. 

 That means that the responsibility for abandoned cemeteries lies solely with the town 

they are in, and it’s up to the town to provide the initiatives for taking care of them.  This is 

further complicated because cemeteries on private land in New York State—such as the Poor 

Farm cemetery in Dewittville and Guernsey Hollow Cemetery in South Valley—aren’t regulated 

and don’t always have an advocacy group available. 

 Sometimes, though, that’s not enough, and that’s what we’ll talk about later.  Meanwhile, 

let’s look at the Pennsylvania laws in place for cemetery preservation. 

 Compared with New York, Pennsylvania has a really, really advanced body of law in 

place for dealing with cemetery preservation.  The Pennsylvania Historical and Museum 

Commission explains: 

 Historic Burial Places Preservation Act of April 29, 1994 (P.L. 141, No. 22) 

“This Act defines "Historic burial place" as "A tract of land that has been in existence as a burial 

ground for more than 100 years wherein there have been not burials for at least 50 years and 

wherein there will be no future burials or listed in or eligible for the National Register of Historic 

Places as determined by the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission." 

“It further states that municipalities may not use eminent domain to take a historic burial ground 

for an alternate use. PHMC approval must be given before a burial ground is taken for "public 

use." If the burial ground is taken for public use, then the burial ground authority must preserve a 

record of what was removed. This record must be sent to the county and PHMC. 

http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/Legis/LI/uconsCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&yr=1994&sessInd=0&smthLwInd=0&act=0022.
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“Furthermore, this Act also stipulates that the following actions are illegal: the removals of a 

fence, tomb, monument, gravestone, or fragment. These actions are legal only if the object(s) is 

being removed with consent of the owner or descendent and a court order for the purpose of 

"repair or replacement, reproduction or preservation and display in an accredited museum." 

 

 In other words, there is a law in place to assist with the historic preservation of the 

average abandoned cemetery that does not qualify for inclusion on the National Register of 

Historic Places.   

This law from Pennsylvania is a law that is constantly getting referenced because it is one 

of the most advanced laws in the country for burial site preservation needs.  It specifically 

addresses cemeteries that aren’t eligible for the National Register of Historic Places and 

addresses preservation issues stemming from that ineligibility.   

So now that we have a good idea of some of the locally relevant laws that we need to 

keep in mind for working on cemetery preservation issues—what exactly can we do when it 

comes to cemetery preservation projects? 

 Create a volunteer cemetery maintenance program with your municipality and have them 

request assistance from the NYS Division of Cemeteries. 

 Register your cemetery with the National Register of Historic Places. 

 If your cemetery is not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, talk to your 

municipality or county about registering as a Certified Local Government if there are a 
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number of historic properties/sites in your area that don’t qualify for the National 

Register but are in need of immediate historic preservation attention. 

 If there are war veterans buried in your cemetery, combine forces with the local veterans 

association or veterans groups (D.A.R., etc.). 

 In July 2014 the Model Landmarks preservation Local Law for New York State 

Municipalities (excluding counties) was created to assist with historic preservation of 

sites in need of such attention! 

Let’s take a look at this last point.  As it states, in July 2014 the Model Landmarks Preservation 

Local Law for New York State Municipalities was created to assist with historic preservation of 

sites in need of the attention that our local pioneer cemeteries require. 

Purpose: “The (Village Board of Trustees/Town Board/City or Common Council) finds 

that there exist within the (Village/Town/City) of ___ places, sites, structures and buildings 

of historic or architectural significance, antiquity, uniqueness of exterior design or 

construction, which should be conserved, protected and preserved to maintain the 

architectural character of ___ (Village/Town/City), to contribute to the aesthetic value of 

the (Village/Town/City), and to promote the general good, welfare, health and safety of the 

(Village/Town/City) and its residents. 

The purpose of this local law is to promote the general welfare by providing for the 

identification, protection, enhancement, perpetuation, and use of buildings, structures, 

signs, features, improvements, sites, and areas within the (Village/Town/City) that reflect 

special elements of the (Village/Town/City)’s historical, architectural, cultural, economic or 

aesthetic heritage…” 
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 This could be a huge help to communities in New York State. 

 Unfortunately, a community like Leon, or Conewango Valley, or Waterboro, or any 

number of the small four corners communities that used to be stagecoach and train stops in the 

region—just don’t have a modern backdrop that would work for the assistance this law would 

provide.  This is especially for their associated cemeteries—cemeteries like Waterboro Hill 

Cemetery, or Rutledge Cemetery, or Kendall Flats Cemetery, or Riga Road Cemetery, or Treat 

Memorial Cemetery. 

  So what now?  You’re probably thinking something along these lines if you are from a 

community that doesn’t have the type of infrastructure in place for historic preservation efforts. 

I don’t see an option  

for the cemetery I want to preserve.   

 

It doesn’t qualify for the National Register and my town isn’t interested in  

preservation projects for historic cemeteries.   

 

I also don’t think there are  

enough people or groups 

 interested, anyway. 

 

But it still needs attention  
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and I can’t do it on my own. 

Now what???? 

This is really why I’m here today.  I’m here to tell my hometown region about the first 

centralized nonprofit organization in New York State for preservation resources and advocacy of 

historic pioneer cemeteries.  This is a project I’ve been working on developing for over a year 

and a half, and recently enlisted the assistance of the Small Business Development Center at JCC 

to help develop it professionally.  I’ve been working with historic cemeteries and preservation 

issues as a cemetery sexton since 2014.  When I was in grad school from 2010 to 2012, I focused 

on museum studies, historic preservation, and even took an archaeology field school that was 

centered exclusively on cemetery preservation.  I know from experience the sheer lack of 

resources that exist for struggling rural cemeteries.  I manage three struggling rural cemeteries.  

Two are abandoned. 

 This nonprofit developed out of my background in anthropology and cemetery studies, 

and recently we got confirmation from Preserve New York State, a state historic preservation 

initiative in Albany, that currently no centralized organizations for cemetery preservation exists 

in the entire state.  Preserve New York State got excited about this project because they get calls 

all the time about cemetery preservation but there aren’t many resources in place.  Other people 

in this region are getting excited about this project. 

 So why are people and state level agencies getting so excited about this project? 

 It’s called the Northeastern Coalition for Cemetery Studies, or NCCS.  Its mission 

statement is to provide quality scientific studies of mortuary (cemetery) sites and practices for 

communities in the American Northeast, and to provide resources & advocacy assistance to 
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cemetery preservation/restoration activities in said region.  It will eventually become a nonprofit 

organization. 

 

The goals of the NCCS are as follows.   

 Push to correct/edit/change/write cemetery laws and regulations to better address 

the unique situations of abandoned cemeteries in rural municipalities. 

 Scientific studies of cemetery sites for better records management. 

 Analysis & preservation of historical documents related to cemetery sites.  

 Preservation & restoration management of cemeteries. 

 The creation of a website containing cemetery & burial records for all 

cemeteries associated with the NCCS, with login and editing capabilities for 

all cemetery sextons associated with the NCCS. 

 Resources advisement for struggling cemetery sextons/associations/volunteer 

programs. 

 Resources advisement for ground-penetrating radar (GPR) services, scientific 

services related to cemeteries, stone repair, grants, and cemetery preservation 

projects. 
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We’ve broken these goals into 3 major goals that we think we can achieve within the next five 

years.   

 Address the lack of laws and agencies regarding abandoned/derelict pioneer 

cemeteries in New York State.  MANY DO NOT QUALIFY FOR THE NATIONAL 

REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. 

 Assist with establishing volunteer cemetery maintenance programs in NYS 

municipalities that have abandoned cemeteries that are in desperate need of 

attention but where there are no existing cemetery association programs in place to 

help. 

 Establish a 100% non-invasive research program that includes the use of ground-

penetrating radar, GIS, topographic surveys, and even the use of tracking/cadaver 

dogs for when equipment is blinded by outside circumstances (i.e. GPR issues with 

disturbances). 

A quick note on the cadaver dogs.  Right now, there is a dig going on at a mortuary site in 

Croatia that is using cadaver dogs/human remains detection dogs as a means to identify burials.  

The dig is rocky and unfit for using GPR.  The dogs are establishing a significant track record for 

themselves because they have been able to accurately find graves dating to 750 BC.  In other 

words, graves that are over 2 and a half thousand years old, we can find with the dogs!  We can 

compare their results with results from GPR and surface surveys to get a really accurate idea of 

what a mortuary site is like.  In America, the dogs have been used successfully in abandoned, 

unmarked cemeteries to identify the full extent of the cemeteries. 
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 And that means that they would be VERY useful for the cemetery I’ve chosen as the pilot 

project for NCCS. 

 That cemetery is on Riga Road in Leon, New York.  In 2016, the Town of Leon budgeted 

$5,000 to use toward repairing this cemetery.  I am the cemetery records keeper for the Town of 

Leon and am very excited to be directing this undertaking. 

 What needs to be done with Riga Road Cemetery?  Approximately 25% of the stones 

have been buried and another 25% exhibit damage by animals or other forces of nature.  There 

are woodchucks and snakes everywhere in the grounds.  The ground has settled so much that we 

can clearly see graves in the surface of the soil.  But, that’s all really important information for us 

mortuary archaeologists.  We get to use that information to study the site and then write a game 

plan based on that information so that we can better preserve the site.  It’s going to be tedious 

because the first part of it will involve charting all the visible stones and getting a handle on the 

brush overgrowth.  We’ve already tackled the brush issue once this fall and uncovered an entire 

row of stones that we didn’t know were there.  So now that the brush is mostly under control, I 

can get in there with a team and start studying the site with a very professional methodology. 

 With Riga Road, I’m looking at a really unique history.  It is one of our earliest pioneer 

cemeteries in Leon.  It dates to 1820 and was originally developed by the Franklin family. 

 When I began researching cemetery preservation for this project, I came across another 

term I want to clarify.  We usually call cemeteries like Riga Road “rural cemeteries,” but in 

actuality the term “rural cemetery” dates far earlier than the pioneer presence here in western 

New York. 
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 Style was first created by Sir Christopher Wren as early as 1711. The first known time 

this style was used in a cemetery was with the Père Lachaise Cemetery in Paris dating to 

1804. 

 Defining attributes include surrounding the site with a stone or brick wall and 

aesthetically pleasing landscaping. 

 The idea of the rural cemetery in the Regency Period directly addresses the issues of 

crowded churchyards used for hundreds of years in parts of Europe and the British Isles 

and in parts of New England (even into New York State). 

 The Rural Cemetery today is considered a sacred public landscape. 

There are multiple definitions of what a landscape can be.  I’ll stick with the simple ones that are 

directly related to cemetery studies.   

 The main and most obvious landscape we have is a sacred landscape.  This includes 

places like the Valley of the Kings in Egypt, the Nasza Lines in Peru, and the landscape in 

England that includes Stonehenge.  In modern times this would be the ancient churchyards, also 

called kirkyards, which are popular in many communities in England, New England, and 

elsewhere, with the cemeteries being part of the entry way into the church.  These landscapes 

have given rise to all sorts of superstitions, including a number of fairy tales we know about 

today, such as superstitions relating to Midsummer’s Eve and being in a kirkyard at midnight.   

 Then, we have public landscapes.  This is the definition I use to define places like 

Allegany State Park or Allegany National Forest.  They’re meant to be accessible to the public 

and they’re meant to be used as a location for a family outing. 
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 Interestingly enough, this is exactly the mindset that we start to see in the Victorian 

Period with how cemeteries were viewed.   

 Popularized by the Victorians as a public park area. 

 This meant that people of all social standings could enjoy public park activities in refined 

artistic settings previously relegated solely to the upper class. 

In Leon, the cemeteries were often used for picnics on major holidays.  Today, the only time we 

use them for picnics or large events is really Memorial Day.  And so, I call cemeteries that see 

this sort of major activity, sacred public landscapes. 

 All of this studying about the history of cemetery landscapes led me to some interesting 

conclusions about Riga Road Cemetery.   

 Potentially does follow the Rural Cemetery/Garden Cemetery style created by Sir 

Christopher Wren as early as 1711. The first known time this style was used in a 

cemetery was with the Père Lachaise Cemetery in Paris dating to 1804. 

 Defining attributes include surrounding the site with a stone or brick wall and 

aesthetically pleasing landscaping. 

 However, the stone wall of Riga Road Cemetery could also be a simple boundary marker 

as seen in farming communities in the British Isles. 
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But, we do have some notable local cemeteries that can be defined by cemeteries as Sir 

Christopher Wren saw them.  They include: 

Local examples in Jamestown include: 

 Holy Sepulchur Roman Catholic Cemetery, Rt. 60 

 Lakeview Cemetery 

 Sunset Hill Cemetery 

 Falconer 

Pennsylvania examples include: 

 Old Edinboro Cemetery, Edinboro—where I did my archaeology field school in cemetery 

preservation. 

 Cranberry Cemetery, Oil City—where my maternal grandmother’s family is buried. 

These cemeteries are highly landscaped, laid out very precisely, and are the epitome of 

the original rural cemetery. 

But, the phrase “rural cemetery” as we understand it now is something quite different.  

These are the cemeteries we think of—they are in rural, often poor, communities, and they are 

often not very well taken care of.  They are simple in design, with not many elaborate 

landscaping details like hedges, and you can usually see all of the cemetery from a single spot 

from anywhere in the grounds. They are not typically connected to Wren’s idea of a sacred 

public park space like Lakeview Cemetery or Sunset Hill Cemetery. 
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Instead, modern connotations of rural cemeteries describe old, usually abandoned or derelict, 

burial sites in rural areas of America. 

Examples include: 

 Guernsey Hollow Cemetery (St. Mary’s Catholic Cemetery), South Valley/Frewsburg, 

NY 

 The McCrea Family Cemetery, Eagle Rock/Rouseville/Oil City, Venango County, PA 

 Riga Road Cemetery, Leon, NY 

 Kendall Flatts Cemetery, Leon, NY 

 Versailles Cemetery, Versailles, NY 

 Valley View Cemetery, Ellington, NY 

 Cherry Creek Cemetery, Cherry Creek, NY 

 Randolph 

 Busti 

 Kennedy 

 Town of Carroll 
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And that brings me to another question you’re probably wondering by now. 

Why do we need to worry about cemetery preservation?  Why now?  Why does it need to 

be our responsibility? 

NCCS has chosen to focus on the difficulty encountered by pioneer cemeteries in the 

American Northeast in seeking funds and resources for preserving the burials and information 

within their boundaries.  Many of these cemeteries are from the mid-1800s or even earlier, and 

are often found to be in poor disrepair.  There are few, if any, funding options for cemetery 

associations and town boards in the American Northeast to turn to for assistance in preserving 

their old cemeteries.  Many cemetery associations and town boards have members who are 

elderly, which is a concern for the longevity of the capability of many cemetery associations to 

be able to properly maintain the cemeteries under their jurisdictions.  This is a major problem in 

small towns throughout the American Northeast.  It is the goal of NCCS to address this issue 

through quality resources and advocacy for pioneer and derelict cemeteries. 

NCCS will initially target the western New York State region because it is a poor and 

rural region where, historically, funding for cemeteries has come strictly from sales of burial 

plots. 

 How is that an issue?  First, according to the NYS cemetery law, cemeteries have to set 

aside 30% plus $35 from the sale of each burial plot.  In Leon, we charge $300 per plot if it is a 

full burial.  30% of $300 is only $30.  In total, we can only set aside $65 per plot to help offset 

the maintenance and long-term care cost.  In the days when trust funds worked, this did indeed 

amount to a significant amount over time, but since the recession it’s no longer a sustainable 

option.  
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 The other reason NCCS will initially target western New York State is because of the 

overall pervasive poverty of the region. 

Here are numbers I’ve researched for three different projects related to poverty in our region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the course of five years, the poverty rate in my home county, Cattaraugus County, the 

county where Leon is, went from 17.2% to 19.4%.  Food insecurity is an issue.  The number of 

people who are on disability because they simply cannot find work is not reflected in the overall 

unemployment rate of the county. 

  

 

Poverty in Western New York State: 2015 

Poverty in Western New York State: 2010 
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This is why I chose to start the Northeastern Coalition for Cemetery Studies now.  NCCS 

will affect multiple communities throughout New York State, and beyond.  It will act as an 

advocacy and resources hub for those communities that currently do not have such resources 

available.  It will provide guidance, advocacy, and resources to communities struggling to 

maintain their pioneer cemeteries for future generations.  The communities especially 

empowered by NCCS shall be those communities hit the hardest by fiscal recessions and are 

finding it difficult to advocate for cemeteries. 

 It may be years before we can take NCCS to the next level, but in the meantime we can 

concentrate on implementing it here in western New York.  We can use Riga Road Cemetery as 

our pilot project and learn from doing that so that we can have solid, professional methodology 

in place before we go to the next level. 

I’d like to end this lecture on cemetery preservation and what we can do about it in our 

own backyard with a quote by Benjamin Franklin.  “Show me your cemeteries, and I will tell 

you what kind of people you have.” 

The next time you drive down a country road, watch for the cemeteries.  We’ve all driven 

past run-down buildings, old houses in ruins, and thought: “Why doesn’t someone do something 

about that?”  The same can be said for our cemeteries.  I’d rather people see a cemetery and ask: 

“How can I help?  What does my involvement in this need to be?”  Let’s turn “someone” into 

“me”.   

 

Thank you. 


